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Message
from the

Executive Director

The Year That Was
Reflecting on ACMO’s 42nd year of operation, the year
was noteworthy for the many challenges and changes the
industry presented, but more so for the
achievements of our small but dedicated
team of staff and volunteers.
Continuing in our role as the condominium management licensing educator, we saw
growth in the number of people taking ACMO courses. A total
of 1,947 individuals enrolled in college courses, with 68%
taking online courses through OntarioLearn and 32% taking
in-class courses at George Brown, Conestoga and Humber.
A total of 333 individuals completed in-house courses through
their ACMO 2000 Certified property management company.
Of course, robust course enrollments are critical to address the
ongoing shortage of condominium managers.
Also, on the education front, ACMO’s Director of Education, Janice Schenk, and several ACMO RCMs participated
in the CMRAO Subject Matter Expert panel to help develop
the Competency Framework for licensed managers. The new
framework will drive future education requirements and help
raise the standard of condominium management in Ontario.
Interest in the RCM designation remains strong, with
60 people writing their RCM exam and 33 new RCMs being
welcomed into our professional community, bringing the total
number of RCM designates to 912. It’s encouraging that many
managers understand the value of upgrading their general
licence to distinguish themselves with the industry’s leading
professional designation.
Unsurprisingly, the year was marked by many legislative
and regulatory changes and proposals, which means ACMO

was busy advocating on behalf of our members by providing access to our experts and expertise. In addition, ACMO
participated in a variety of consultations with the Ministry of
Government and Consumer Services, the Office of the Auditor
General and the CMRAO to help bring about positive change
in condominium management.
From a marketing and communications perspective,
staff were busy keeping our publics educated and informed
through weekly e-newsletters, four issues of CM Magazine,
the trades directory, and a variety of industry bulletins.
Our online community continues to grow, with Facebook
followers increasing 31%, Twitter rising 12%, and LinkedIn
followers jumping 50%. We also averaged 3,141 monthly
users of our website, which received an overhaul to improve
its design and navigation and to add educational content.
Interest in our events continues to grow with 14 events held
across the province, reaching Burlington, Barrie, Kitchener,
Ottawa, Kingston and the GTA. All were well attended, with
some sold out, including our ACMO Awards event, golf tournament and several luncheons. Once again, the Condo Conference
in October was a big success attracting 1,278 registrants,
218 exhibitors and strong support from 34 sponsors.
To ensure ACMO delivers on the future needs of our
members, we closed out the year by initiating a formalized
strategic planning process. This spring, we’ll share our vision
and plans with the membership, so stay tuned.
In summary, the year that was, was successful, largely
due to the continued support and engagement of ACMO’s
community of more than 1,840 condominium management
professionals. We thank you!

Paul B. MacDonald
Executive Director
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Message
from the

President

Hot Commodities!
As we move further into 2020 and
beyond, we will see condominium
management continue
to grow as an exciting and rewarding
career choice. Human
resources – professional
enthusiastic talent
– dictate the future direction of any
professional industry and the condominium industry is no exception.
The industry continues to evolve and
make immense progress. The role and
responsibility of a condominium manager
has kept pace and developed. Currently a
career in condominium management
is more rewarding than ever with the
potential and opportunity for improved
compensation being achieved through
licensing and the RCM designation.
Condominium corporations will have
to share the financial responsibility with
management companies and open their
purse strings to keep seasoned qualified
condominium managers from moving

on to better compensation offers with
the end of transitional licensing fast
approaching on June 30 , 2021 . We
anticipate some managers who are close
to retiring in the next three years may
choose to retire at the licence deadline.
This will only increase the shortage of
condominium managers and drive the
second wave of salary increases in the
industry. Managers will continue to be
hot commodities.
You only have to take a quick snapshot across the province to observe
the multiple construction cranes in
the air. Construction activity confirms
that our condominium industry is
booming and the statistics speak for
themselves – today there are 12,000+
condominiums in Ontario and just
over 1,870 licensed managers.
ACMO is working diligently to recruit
new young professionals into our industry. This is an inviting career choice and
not a 9-to-5 desk job for those that like
diversity and are up for a challenge.

As an Association we are proud of
our educational programs and events.
ACMO staff and board members are
once again busy behind the scenes
planning numerous events for the
remainder of 2020 and gearing up for
our ACMO/ CCI-Toronto conference
scheduled for October 2 and 3, 2020.
Bookmark our online calendar so you
don’t miss out.
As this will be my last message as
President of ACMO, I would like to take
this opportunity to wish all members
continued success and, most of all, a
personal thank you to each of you for
your outstanding support, engagement
and kindness throughout my term. I look
forward to seeing you at the upcoming
Annual General Meeting.
Quote of the day: “I can, I will, I do”

Audrey M. McGuire, RCM
ACMO President
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Newsworthy
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CAO Updates, Electricity Rebate,
Member Renewals and More
Temporary Reduction to CAO’s Annual
Assessment Fees to Continue for 2020–2021
As of January 6, 2020, all condominium corporations
can begin filing their 2020–2021 annual returns with the
Condominium Authority of Ontario (CAO). The CAO will
continue the temporary 25 percent reduction in its annual
assessment fees to condominium corporations for the 2020–
2021 year. This temporary reduction demonstrates the CAO’s
commitment to operating efficiently, providing good value
for money, and assessing corporations only for the funds
needed to provide our services.
All condominium corporations are legally required to pay
assessment fees annually to the CAO. The CAO set its fees at
$1 per voting unit per month (i.e., $12 per voting unit per
year) after undertaking a comprehensive fee consultation in
the summer of 2017.
Read the full release here https://www.condoauthorityontario.
ca/en-US/news-and-media/temporary-reduction-to-caosannual-assessments-to-continue-for-2020-2021/

New Ontario Electricity Rebate
Effective November 1, 2109, electricity bills became more
transparent to show consumers the true cost of their electricity. At the same time, the previous 8% hydro rebate and rate
reduction were replaced by the new Ontario Electricity Rebate.
The new rebate applies to some multi-unit buildings that
consume more than 250,000 kWh/year and over 50 kWh/day,
you must notify your local distribution company by January
31, 2020, to be entitled to receive the Ontario Electricity Rebate
beyond February 1, 2020.
If there are less than 50% residential units at your condo, you
could qualify to receive an extension of time to report to your
local distribution company up until November 1, 2020.
You can read the full release here https://www.ontario.ca/
page/changes-your-electricity-bill
CAO Assumes Forms Responsibilities
Effective January 1, 2020, the Ministry of Government and
Consumer Services (the ministry) began delegating responsibility
11
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Prepare for your Registered Condominium Manager
(RCM) designation with George Brown College
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All courses are offered in the evenings at our
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of downtown Toronto. Completion of the following
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• Physical Building Management
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for 17 forms under the Condominium Act,
1998 (Condo Act) to the Condominium
Authority of Ontario (CAO). As of January
1, 2020, the forms delegated to the CAO
will no longer be hosted on the Government of Ontario land registry website but

{

regulatory proposals under the Condominium Act, 1998 (Condo Act) to further
support condominium living in Ontario.
The Ministry proposes to expand the scope
of disputes that can be heard by the Condominium Authority Tribunal, in a staged

The Ministry proposes to expand the scope of
disputes that can be heard by the Condominium
Authority Tribunal, in a staged process,
beginning with these proposals.

will only be available on the CAO’s website.
This delegation will provide easier access
and usability of frequently used condo
forms for condo owners, corporations,
purchasers and mortgagees. Additional
forms may be delegated at a later date.
For more information on the CAO, please
visit the CAO’s website here: https://www.
condoauthorityontario.ca/en-US/.
Public Comment Closes
for Proposals under the
Condominium Act, 1998
The Ministry of Government and
Consumer Services requested input on

process, beginning with these proposals.
These proposals, if approved, would
proclaim into force a new section 117 of
the Condo Act and amend two regulations
under the Condo Act (O. Reg. 48/01, and
O. Reg. 179/17) to:
Expand the scope of disputes that can
be heard by the Condominium Authority Tribunal to include disputes related to
nuisances, annoyances and disruptions,
vehicles, parking, storage and pets or other
animals on condominium properties or
any assets of a condominium corporation.
Establish certain nuisances, annoyances,
and disruptions that are to be prohibited

on condominium properties or any assets
of a condominium corporation.
The comment per iod closed
on January 31, 2020. Watch these pages
for updates.
ACMO Member Renewals
It’s time to renew your membership
in the Association of Condominium
Managers of Ontario (ACMO), the leading professional community in Ontario
for condominium managers and management service providers. We’re working to
raise the profile of our profession and offer
cutting-edge knowledge, resources and
support to enhance the quality and value
of the services you provide your clients.
We are excited about the future of
our association and the condominium
management profession and remain
committed to providing our members
with the knowledge and tools to
succeed. Stay tuned – positive changes
are on the horizon!
To renew online simply visit your
member portal. Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at info@
acmo.org. Thank you for your continued
support of ACMO and our profession!
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There When
You Need Us
At Crossbridge, we’re 100% committed
to making your experience the best that
it can be. As the leading condominium
property manager in Ontario, we help
to create great communities by focusing
on the needs of owners and residents
with a level of service that is second-tonone. Our experienced team members
are just a call away and are always
ready to help.

For more information, contact us today
Sandro J. Zuliani | szuliani@crossbridgecs.com | 416-354-1926

crossbridgecondominiums.com
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Update

Condominium Act
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Condo Reform – 2020 is the Year!
As we all know, the last reforms to the Condominium
Act, 1998 (the “Condo Act”) were proclaimed on November 1, 2017. A considerable number of the
reforms that received Royal Assent on
December 3 , 2015 , remain on the books
awaiting proclamation.
This status quo changed with the
government’s introduction of Bill 159, the
Armand
Rebuilding Consumer Confidence Act, 2019
Conant
on December 5 , 2019 . It is proceeding at
rocket speed and will impact at least ten
statutes that deal with consumer protection
including our Condo Act.
In this article, we will summarize some
of the proposals that the government has
already enacted and those that we can look
Inderpreet
forward to in 2020. We have grouped these
Suri
into four stages:
Stage 1 – Condo Act Prescribed Forms
Effective January 1, 2020, the Ministry delegated responsibility for 17 of the prescribed forms to the Condominium
Authority of Ontario (CAO), with two more to be delegated
later this year. These include the proxy form, status certificates,
preliminary notices and notices of meetings.

According to the Ministry’s announcement, this delegation is meant to provide “easier access and usability of
frequently used condo forms for condo owners, corporations,
purchasers and mortgagees”.
The forms are available on the CAO’s website: https://www.
condoauthorityontario.ca/en-US/resources/government-ofontario-forms/
For many of us in the condo community, the form that needs
the most assistance is the proxy form. The new form was enacted
on November 1, 2017, and then due to the many problems in
understanding and using it, the government modified it in May
of 2018. However, it is still difficult to work with. The CAO is doing
a good job explaining many condominium matters and issues,
including the proxy form, and there is a wealth of information on
their website. However, we will have to see the eventual extent of
CAO’s authority as the proxy form is in desperate need of changes.
Stage 2 – CAO and Condominium
Management Services Act
Bill 159 amends about 10 statues, among them, are proposed
adjustments to the Minister’s relationship with the CAO and its
Board. It is also proposing some changes to the Condominium
Management Services Act, 2015 and the New Home Warranty
Plan Act, amongst others. For these changes, the government
quickly moved to hearings before the Standing Committee of
15

Justice Policy on January 20th, at which
Armand Conant presented on general
reforms to the Act.
Stage 3 – (a) Statutory
Nuisances, Annoyances, and
Disruptions; and (b) Increase
in the Jurisdiction of the CAT
The government announced that it
wished to expand the scope of disputes
that can be heard by the CAT (more than
just Sec. 55 access to records) and in a
staged process, with a proposed enactment date of July 1, 2020.
The first change is to proclaim into
force the proposed Sec. 117. Subsection 2,
for the first time statutorily, will prohibit
people from carrying on activities that:
(a) results in unreasonable noise that is
a nuisance, annoyance or disruption to a
person in a unit, the common elements
or assets of the corporation; or (b) other
prescribed nuisances, annoyances and
disruptions. These are in addition to
restrictions and prohibitions that corporations have in their documents.
O. Reg 24/01 will be amended to set
out the list of prescribed nuisances.
These are odour, smoke, vapour, light,
vibration and infestation.
In addition, O. Reg. 179/17 will be
amended to expand the scope of disputes
that the CAT can hear, which currently is
solely for Sec. 55 access to records. The
proposed expanded scope will be for:
(a) the nuisances, annoyances and
disruptions described above;
(b) other nuisances, annoyances or
disruptions as set out in the corporation’s documents;
(c) pets, other animals, vehicles, parking and storage (in the corporation’s
documents); and
(d) indemnification or compensation

for these disputes if in the corporation’s
documents.
These reforms and the increase in
jurisdiction of the CAT are welcome,
but further details and clarification are
required in order to minimize disputes
before they go to the CAT. ACMO and the
eight Ontario Chapters of CCI are working
on submissions to the government. These
suggestions were raised by Armand at the
Standing Committee on January 20th.
The essence of the concerns to date
is the lack of definition of the types of
nuisance, annoyance and disturbance.
For example, what kind of light qualifies
as a nuisance – indoor or outdoor light?
What intensity of light? We have a good
idea as to the meaning of “reasonable”
but not “unreasonable”. Also, the term
nuisance has a legal meaning but not
annoyance or disturbance.
Currently, the CAT can only award costs
in exceptional or extraordinary circumstances. Many in the industry believe that
this should be amended to allow certain
levels of costs, keeping in mind one of
the CAT’s goals – to reduce the financial
imbalance in disputes between owners and
their corporation.
Stage 4 – Public Consultation
for other Reforms – 2020
The Ministry will be consulting
with the public about a whole host of
other reforms that have not yet been
proclaimed. These include:
• Financial aspects of corporations
including reserve fund contributions, the
manner in which they can be used and how
reserve fund studies can be conducted;
• Chargebacks to common expenses;
• Procurement standards and procedures;
• Changes related to interest, etc. made
on new projects that are cancelled;

• CAO to develop a condo guide for
buyers and require developers to provide
it to their purchasers; and
• Clarifying the processes for mediation or arbitration between corporations
and owners.
The Ministry has already scheduled a
first consultation roundtable for February 20th and we will be there.
As can been seen, there is considerable movement from the government
to proclaim more of the reforms that
received Royal Assent in 2015. ACMO and
CCI will be at the table and providing any
assistance that we can to the government,
all with the view to making our industry
and condominium communities the best
they can be. Stay tuned. n
Armand Conant, B.Eng., LL.B.,
D.E.S.S., heads up the condominium law
department of the full service law firm
of Shibley Righton LLP, and represents
numerous condominium corporations
of all types across Ontario. Armand resides in Toronto, is a Past-President of
the Canadian Condominium Institute
(Toronto), where he also serves on its
Board of Directors and is Chair of the
joint ACMO and CCI (Toronto) Legislative Committee, which has prepared
and submitted an extensive legislative
brief to the Ontario government with
recommendations for changes to the
Condominium Act, 1998 (the “Act”).
Inderpreet Suri is an associate at
Shibley Righton LLP and works exclusively with the condo law group at Shibley Righton. She attended law school at
Queen’s University and articled with
the firm from 2017–2018. Inderpreet
was called to the Bar in 2018.
shibleyrighton.com
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The 2020 Manager

Bogdan Alexe, RCM
Founder and CEO,
B1 Management Group Inc.
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What First-Time Managers
Should Know
As a new condominium manager,
there are a few realities of the job one
should know. This is not your typical
9-to-5 job. The job bears great responsibility. We not only manage bricks
and mortar or building systems, but
we also manage communities, manage
people and, most importantly, we must
be able to manage expectations on
both ends of the aisle. Your residents’
lives depend on us, on our ability to
manage, to be thorough with our work
and to pay a lot of attention to detail.
Compassion and dedication should
always be at the forefront of our activity. Now let’s dive into the subject.
How to Acquire Job-specific
Knowledge
Of course, you are probably
enrolled to complete the four ACMO
courses, mandatory for the CMRAO

licence, but you must remember the
courses are designed to only provide
a basic understanding of the legal and
operational framework of the job.
The material is general at best and
does not provide exhaustive knowledge. Knowledge is something that
you, as a first-time manager, should
strive to acquire. The best way to do
this is to learn from others. You have
a lot of resources at your disposal.
You can learn from your colleagues,
your staff, your clients, your supervisors and most importantly you can
learn from your service providers.
Ask questions, don’t be afraid if you
sound “green;” everybody knows you
are “green.” Rest assured everyone
will appreciate the fact that you are
eager to learn.
As an example, one day your HVAC
serviceperson walks into your office

and advises you that one of the heat
exchangers needs cleanup. Use the
opportunity and ask the technician
if he can show you the equipment in
question. Use this time to your advantage, ask your questions: why the
equipment needs clean up, how the
equipment works, what its role is as
part of the system, why he thinks the
cleanup is necessary.
The answers to all these simple
questions will, in time, form your
bank of knowledge. The fact that you
took your time to inspect the equipment creates in-depth knowledge.
Now you have the visual representation of the equipment, you know its
location and you acquired knowledge
specific to that building system. You
can apply this example in many other
situations expanding your job-specific
know-how.
19
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the entire Condo Community.
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If You Are not Sure about
what Decision to Make,
It’s Best to Ask
The wrong decision in our line of
work could be very costly and, in some
instances, could have even more serious
consequences than just the financial
implications. Remember, there is no
shame in asking when not sure. Everyone will appreciate the fact that you
want to make sure you are taking all
necessary steps to ensure the right decision will be made, both on behalf of

your employer and your client. Remember, we all started exactly where you are
starting today. Your supervisor or senior
manager should be able and willing to
coach you. As a piece of advice, if you
must ask for help making a decision,
never go asking empty-handed. Before
you ask for help you need to follow a few
steps. First, have a good understanding
of the matter at hand. Second, collect all
the pertinent information. Third, have
ready at least three possible approaches
to resolve the problem. People will

appreciate the fact that you gave the
matter thorough thinking, and you are
also suggesting solutions. This approach
will make your supervisor more prone
to help as you are not taking too much
time, plus it sends the message that
people can cooperate with you. You will
also create a long-lasting impression as
someone that is trying hard to become
better at his/her job.
Don’t Be Afraid to Ask for
Feedback. Use the “How am
I doing?” Approach
To know where you stand with
your level of problem-solving and in
general with your performance is a
key indicator of how you achieve and
apply knowledge. Depending on the
firm you work for, you will eventually
have annual performance reviews. The
problem with these reviews, besides
the fact that they are becoming obsolete, is that they only show one side
of the coin, so to speak. They heavily
represent the employer’s opinion based
on that company’s internal operating
procedures. What should be of most
importance to you is how you develop
your problem-solving skills. Say, for
example, a resident calls with a question, at the end of the conversation
always ask, “Did I manage to answer
your question?” By simply asking
just that, a few things will happen.
First, the person on the other end will
know you care and genuinely try to
solve their problem. Regardless of the
answer, you will get some feedback on
how you performed. If the answer is
negative, don’t get discouraged, you
can continue by asking “What should
I have done to answer better?” At the
end of the exercise, you will know
which areas of your expertise you need
to improve upon. n
Bogdan Alexe, B.A.Sc., RCM, is the
founder and CEO of B1 Management
Group Inc. He has over 20 years’ experience in condominium management.
He is passionate about condominium
managers’ education and coaching.
Never stops learning, he is enrolled to
complete his Project Management Professional designation. In his free time
Bogdan, a car enthusiast, spends time
working on his project cars.
b1managementgroup.com
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Lisa Breault, RCM
Stratford Management Inc.

Managing People:

Set Expectations and Boundaries
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trendy terms that have variable meaning. I had no idea what this meant until
I started having face-to-face chats with
owners, boards and contractors. I realized that I wasn’t fitting inside “their
box” and meeting their expectations,
or for that matter mine, and it made
relations very difficult. I am a thinker,
and responding ‘in the moment’ is not
always easy for me when things are not
straightforward. I had to learn to ask
the question, “What do you want from
me?” and determine at the moment if
I could provide that for them – and
how. Being in this industry where
the ground already shifts under my
feet now had me acting like Indiana
Jones in the ‘Temple of Doom’, jump-

ing from one expectation to the other,
constantly shifting my weight to
accommodate the next issue standing
between me and 5 p.m. But I press on;
I learn to adapt or die.
Customer Service First
The greatest reminder was I am still
in the customer service industry even
though what I was offering was no
longer a cool drink or a hot Joe and,
while I wasn’t earning tips, I still had
to impart a positive memory for my
clients, and hope they would come
back to show me support when needed.
I had to remember that I was once again
offering a customer service ‘experience’ and it was in the moment – not
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It wasn’t until I was in full swing in
business when I realized how peopleoriented I needed to be to serve my
clients. I understood that I would be
responding to an excessive amount of
emails, service calls, report writing and
doing what I like to do – making sure
the money is good by finding/correcting
accounting errors, analyzing the fund
accounts and balancing the books; and I
was. I do that and have to be at the ready
to say ‘Hi’ to office guests, chit chat with
directors and have impromptu meetings
with trades and/or groups with grievances – all face to face, or over the phone.
One recent term I heard was
“managing expectations” and if there
is one thing I struggle with it’s vague,
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pre-prepared like a PowerPoint presentation – I was the PowerPoint live and
in colour!
I realized I wasn’t offering a product, but solidifying the idea that all is
well (despite what it looked like, I was
offering assurance, security and peace
of mind). On top of that, I had to walk
the fine line of educating both sides of
the equation and explain that I work for
the corporation not just the board or the
owners. At a board meeting, I was advocating for the owners via the documents
and my knowledge of them, and with
the owners, I advocate for the board and
their dedication to the corporation, at
the same time helping both sides understand that I work for neither but for the
best interests of all.
Show Some Love
The first revelation I had was that each
group is an owner and this is their home,
investment or business. For owners, it
was realizing the building or house is
not a rental; their lives are invested in
this community and they are not as in
control over the day to day as they used
to be. They care about what is going on

around them and are good stewards of
what is theirs. They want to know that
we managers care, too, and each owner
has their own idea of what that looks
like. Learning to listen is number one. I
have learned to open my ears to certain
phrases owners and contractors use to
express their ideas and concerns. This
helps me to respond so that they hear
what I am saying. For example, an owner
may start by saying, “I feel, I think or I
see” and I will respond using the same ‘I’
statements, so that what I am communicating is heard by them, using their
language. This helps to prevent repetition when they feel they are not being
heard the first time, and I close out the
conversation by restating the problem
and reaffirming the actions that will be
taken. Apologize or be thankful, I know
this sounds very Canadian, but are they
the apologetic or helpful type? Sometimes they just need to hear it. We know
it’s not our fault, but who else is going
to say it? Sorry to hear that your roof
has a leak. And over Christmas – yuk!
Thanks for bringing that to our attention. Sorry, that owner tore a strip off
you – I agree that had to be uncomfort-

able. The agreement is monumental in
helping to identify their state of being
and showing empathy.
Set Boundaries
I try to imagine if this was my business
or home and therefore my problem. It
is ok for owners to be angry, frustrated,
concerned or too helpful – how they
express it is another matter to be managed
by having boundaries. Some folks feel
secure knowing there are boundaries and
will test them to see where they stand; once
they do their tune can change and they
will learn to function within the boundaries. Do you know what your boundaries
are? Have them, keep them and be clear
about them. Know and have boundaries from work hours and lunchtimes to
office harassment policies and laying out
the rules of the corporation or the Act –
sometimes it’s simply first-time ignorance
that can be fixed with knowledge.
Know yourself. Know where your
personal boundaries are. Do you need
time to respond properly if you feel
overwhelmed, frustrated or do not
know the answer? It’s ok. Make time,
confirm you will investigate and get
back to them and put the issue in
priority – just remember to circle back
and deal with it! Do you need someone else to run interference? Ask for
help. Be honest if you do not know the
answer. The bottom line is the client
needs understanding, direction or an
answer and it doesn’t always have to
come from you. Most of us work in
teams and for good reason. So, take
the time to back off when needed and
use that time to learn how to do what
others do best or naturally; and tell
yourself that you get better every time
so one day you will be running the
interference for others. n
Lisa Breault, RCM, is the senior Registered Condominium Manager at Stratford Management Inc., Perth County’s
premier condominium management
company. Having been in property and
financial management for over two decades her skills in financial analysis and
administration add an unsurpassed
quality to the daily oversight of their
corporations. Managing alongside her
husband who brings hand-on technical
knowledge to the table makes them a
dynamic and highly responsive team.
info@stratfordmanagement.ca
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Condominium Conference Highlight

Tania Haluk
President,
CCI – Toronto & Area Chapter

Brad Wells, RCM, RPA, CMCA
President,
Wilson, Blanchard Management Inc.

Property Manager Shortage
Impacts and Opportunities

The annual Condominium Conference is the place to be for idea exchange and industry discussion.
One session, in particular, assessed the very real issue of a shortage of property managers and how
this will impact condominiums in the future. Here, in a special to CM magazine, are the assessments
of two of that session’s presenters – Tania Haluk and Brad Wells, RCM.
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Tania Haluk
At the 2019 Condo Conference, I
had the pleasure of sitting on a panel
with Brad Wells and Robert Weinberg,
moderated by Catherine Murdock, to
discuss the current and future position
of property management services.
If you missed it, we called the session
Property Management Crisis to highlight
the ratio of those qualified (licensed) to
provide condominium management
services versus the number of condominiums in Ontario. From the data at the time,
it worked out to be about 1:16 – we agreed

it was a crisis, especially with the hundreds
of condos approved for construction and
conversion in the next few years.
In Ontario, condominiums have existed
for over 50 years and it’s long overdue that
recognized credentials are finally required
to properly and professionally manage
them. The challenge is ensuring there are
enough people to pursue and maintain the
choice to make condominium management a long-term career.
Historically, we found and hired managers with transferable skills in hospitality
and customer service-related roles and
taught them the condominium portion.

In addition to RCM courses, it was
mostly on-the-job training and learning
from employers and peers. Now there is
a curriculum and two-year on-the-job
training prerequisites prior to being able
to work unsupervised and empowered to
make decisions. Most importantly, there is
recognition, accountability and a code of
ethics to provide guidance and expectations. This is a transformational change
benefiting all stakeholders – the boards
(and residents), managers and employers.
Expectations include increasing costs to
accommodate licensing fees, additional
administrative requirements, regulatory
27

Property Management Crisis session left to right: Catherine Murdock, RCM, moderator, Robert Weinberg, RCM, Tania Haluk and Brad Wells, RCM.

changes and market correction for salaries.
The challenge will be to change our
mindset. Change is difficult for many
people and in this instance should be seen
as process improvement by streamlining
tasks for maximum effectiveness. The
typical model set over the past 50 years
is no longer sustainable. Many of the
larger condominium communities have
been accustomed to having a full-time
manager on-site to fulfil the daily needs
and requests of the residents in addition
to the contractual obligations set out in
the contract. With the limited number of
general licensees, the new model will be
to create efficiencies by automating most
of the administration and leveraging
technology to increase response time and
track tasks in real-time. We have already
adapted to smart homes, autonomous
cars are on the horizon and with online
shopping overtaking bricks and mortar,
we should expect that other areas of home
management, such as remote and portfolio management will become the norm.
With rare exceptions, it will not be costeffective to have full-time staff on site.
There are numerous exciting opportunities for the future of how we deliver
management services. Boards should
invest in the tech for the community to
ensure it’s always up to date to deliver
prompt communication, increase
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response time, availability for online
access, get information and requests,
data analytics for utilities, security
equipment and supporting software
and building automation systems.
Machine learning is coming and will
be a normal integrated process in the
future, as it currently is in other industries. Board meetings can be held by
video conference and we’re already
experiencing the electronic voting and
online proxies and registration for
owners’ meetings.
It will be critical for communities to
work together with their service providers to deliver the best experience for the
residents and managers. This is an exciting time to be part of the progressing
role of management and the customer
service delivery model. I can’t wait to see
how the next decade will evolve.

Brad Wells
We have major competition for
licensed managers. Management
companies are getting more desperate
to recruit and retain managers. Today,
with some exceptions, any licensed
manager can call 5 – 6 management
companies in the GTHA and likely
receive 3–4 job offers immediately. The
manager now has the power to decide

where they want to work based on
salary, benefits, location and company
structure. This is long overdue as I
believe good condominium managers
have been under-compensated for their
hard work and dedication for years.
This may not be news to most
readers, but most condominium
management companies operate at a
very small profit margin of somewhere
between 5 %– 15 % of total revenue.
What does this mean? Management
fees must continue to increase,
and substantially in many cases, to
compensate for the increased manager’s salary. If a management company
needs a licensed manager to acquire or
retain a contract, it is not uncommon
for a company to offer instant wage
increases of $ 10K or more, or even
signing bonuses.
Besides escalating management fees,
another trend is quality management
companies are starting to interview
the boards of directors before taking
them on as a new condominium client.
In this market, companies don’t want
to take on a problem client that will
overburden or harass the manager,
micro-manage tasks and have unrealistic expectations. Questions to ask:
Has the corporation had five or more
managers/companies in the past five

years? Perhaps it is not the management company but the board that is
the problem?
Another big shift is changing the
staffing structure at buildings. At
one time, most buildings in the GTA
desired, or demanded, a full-time
experienced RCM in the site office as
their manager. This is certainly the
gold standard and makes the board
and residents feel good that they have
a knowledgeable professional at their
beck and call. This is now becoming unaffordable and unavailable for
many corporations.
In a manager shortage market, we
must be more creative as boards and
management companies to create staffing models that truly fit the need and
budget of the building, such as:
• An assistant (Limited Licence)
manager and/or a qualified condo
administrator that can fulfil needed
site hours while an experienced
(General Licence) manager supervises and continues to deal with board
members and all higher-level matters
like meetings, contract negotiations
and projects. This “Senior Manager”

could then oversee 2–5 corporations
and other LL managers, allowing this
one GL to serve multiple corporations
instead of one.
• Re-think the need for on-site
management hours. If a 5 – 8 -year
manager is earning $70–90K, you are
paying top dollar for this person to sit
in an office and listen to the owners’
stories about cats, collect deposits
or program key fobs. Consider only
staffing the office some days or use
an administrative model to truly
provide the needed customer service
to the residents and be less costly to the
corporation.
• For portfolio managers, consider
the number of board meetings you
actually need. Does your 60-unit townhouse site really need monthly board
meetings, or could you get away with
4, 6 or 8 effective meetings per year?
This would reduce the demand on the
manager’s time, and the number of
evenings out each week, allowing them
to manage other properties (and earn
more salary), instead of stepping away
from the industry with burn-out.
We must promote condominium

management as the viable and healthy
profession that it is and figure out ways
to increase those learning on-the-job
or this current PM Shortage Crisis will
only get worse. n
Tania Haluk has been an operations leader in the management industry for over a decade in addition to
the decades of site-level service as a
manager. She is the current CCI – Toronto Chapter President and on the
advisory committee for CMRAO for
property manager core competencies
and development.
Brad Wells, RCM, RPA, CMCA is
president of Wilson, Blanchard Management Inc. working in the Toronto,
Waterloo, and Hamilton offices. He has
been managing condominium corporations and commercial properties since
2002, achieving the RCM designation
from ACMO, the RPA® designation
from the BOMI and the CMCA designation from CAMICB. Brad serves as a
member of the CMRAO Discipline and
Discipline Appeals Committees.
wilsonblanchard.com/
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Craig McMillan, RCM
President,
Maple Ridge Community
Management

A Brave New World
Managing Change
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I think we can all agree that nothing
ever stays the same for very long. Change
is the only constant in life. As we enter
this new decade the speed of change will
increase exponentially. Through the lens
of today, it is likely many of us won’t
recognize our work life by the end of this
decade just as today’s younger generation can’t imagine how older generations
survived without smart phones or email.
Condominium Management:
The Shape of Things to Come
To understand what condominium
management may evolve into, we have
to look at our current challenges along
with tools available or in development
to address these needs.
With the supply of managers not
meeting the ever-increasing demand

and tens of thousands of residential
condominium units coming on line
each year, combined with increased
compensation demands that are
outstripping the client’s ability and
willingness to pay, don’t be surprised to
see artificial intelligence begin to really
penetrate the sector over the next few
years. It is not a stretch to see a condominium world that is more automated
and virtual in nature. Managers may
have multiple sites with thousands of
units under their direct supervision,
with the aid of artificial intelligence
to complete day-to-day tasks, such as
answering voicemails, emails, with selfservice options for residents on their
cell phones via apps. Rather than being
bogged down with daily administrative tasks, this will allow the manager

to focus on serving the client’s greater
needs, focusing on key events, building
relationships and working with other
industry professionals to ensure the
communities they serve to thrive.
What is Change
Management?
Change management is the process of
managing the people aspect of a change
event. It is how the process is managed
that leads to a successful outcome for all
stakeholders. Change is often perceived
as being negative, but it can also be a
positive, empowering event, such as a
promotion or a new job.
When it is forced upon us, change
can be perceived as negative by many,
like government licensing of managers or a revised Condominium Act,
31

Goldview Property Management Ltd.
will guarantee the highest standard
of property management services.
Our meticulous attention to detail,
innovative and cost effective solutions,
advanced communication networks,
and green technology have established
Goldview Property Management
as a leader in the industry for
the past 30 years.

Contact Goldview Property Management and
your Corporation can also realize significant
financial and operational benefits.

www.goldview.ca • 416.630.1234
51 Toro Road, Suite #200
Toronto, Ontario, M3J 2A4
Fax: 416.630.3132
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introduced into our industry simultaneously. Over two years later, we are still
dealing with the challenges that came
from this change event.
Change Adoption Curve
The first reaction to change can be
shock or denial that it is happening,
which can lead to anger or even fear.
This may manifest itself in attempts to
derail the change.
As time passes, acceptance of the
change occurs as people realize this is the

new reality, and it is better they should
come to terms with that.
The final stage is a commitment to the
change as people understand the need
and get on board to make it successful.
They become advocates as they see the
benefits for them personally.
Resistance Management
Ignoring the people side of change
will certainly impact the outcome.
Morale will be negatively impacted
resulting in a “them and us” division

within stakeholder groups. Stress and
confusion can increase during this time
and valued stakeholders may choose to
leave the organization or industry as
cynicism sets in.
How the change is communicated will
ensure that acceptance happens faster.
Identifying what you are addressing and
communicating that to stakeholders,
using various mediums, will raise their
awareness of why the change is needed.
This will also result in greater acceptance.
Creating change champions that will
speak to the benefits of the new way will
help persuade those reluctant stakeholders to accept the inevitable change.
These champions will also be a good
source of feedback on how the change
is being received by stakeholders.
Successful Outcomes
A great way to successfully manage
change events is to introduce a continuous change culture that focuses on
positive change events, so when faced
with a perceived negative one, it will meet
with less resistance from stakeholders.
An endorsement must come from
leadership as people need to know those
in charge believe so that they can, especially if it is perceived to have a negative
effect on them. Leadership needs to
focus on a positive message, be sincere,
and as transparent as possible offering
an open dialogue with those affected
throughout the process.
This speaks to the culture of the
organization and it helps if there is a
history of being open to ideas from
the team. It is even more important to
do this when the message has a negative connotation. Good leaders face
these challenges head-on, face to face,
and deliver information as to why the
change is happening.
Look for the opportunities change
brings and exploit them to your benefit. n
Craig McMillan is President of
Maple Ridge Community Management
(MRCM), an Associa Company. He
holds his RCM designation from ACMO,
and his ACCI designation from CCINational. He currently serves on three
industry committees: The Professional
Development Committee with ACMO;
the Professional & Business Partners
Committee with CCI-GHC; as well as
CMRAO’s Advisory Committee.
mrcm.ca
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Eric Plant, RCM
Director,
Brilliant Property Management Inc.

Time Management
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or Getting It All Done in 2020
A lot has changed for condominium
managers in the last generation. In addition to a new set of laws and regulatory
agencies, managers now have dozens
of new technologies and tools at their
disposal. If you could go back in time and
explain to a manager in the 1990s what
amazing time-saving devices would be
available to them in the future, most of
them would probably imagine spending their days relaxing while their tasks
were reduced to the click of a few buttons.
They would probably also wonder why
you were using your time travel powers
to go and speak with a condominium
manager from the ’90s rather than, you
know, explore the universe, but let’s try
to stay on topic.
Of course, much like their haircuts
and love of boy bands, the imaginary free
time of our ’90s friend would soon prove
to be very, very wrong. Despite having
some incredible time-saving tools at our

fingertips, managers today are just as
busy as ever before. The problem is not
that the tools don’t work. Having an email
server obviously saves a lot of time when
compared to the task of printing, stuffing
envelopes, making labels, and going to a
post office. The problem is that expectations have risen just as fast! Managers
today are far more productive than ever
before but are being flooded with more
and more requests from boards and bosses
who know they have the tools to handle it.
Let’s look at the average
day of our friend from the
‘90s compared to today.
Our friend from the ’90s wakes up
and puts on a ripped pair of jeans and
a baggy t-shirt before heading off to
work (I know, it was an embarrassing
time for fashion). They make it to their
building on time and start their day. On
the plate for today is a budget letter that

needs to be sent out, a plumbing renovation project that is underway, and
some heavy rain which may mean some
minor leaks coming in from the roof.
After opening the office, our manager
gets to work Xeroxing and preparing
the budget. They are interrupted by
the foreman of the plumbing job who
comes in saying that they found a problem and that this may delay the project
by a couple of days. After a quick call to
the board president, it’s decided that it
would be too difficult to produce new
notices and push everyone’s schedule
back, so only the first two days get
moved. Phone calls are made and voicemails are left on answering machines.
Our manager continues with the mailing and is again interrupted by a call
from someone in the penthouse with a
leaky ceiling. The manager goes to view
the unit, then calls the roofer’s office
and schedules a visit for the coming
35
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Friday. Finally, as the day winds down,
the mailing is finished and, on the way,
home, the manager stops at the post
office to send out the notices.
Fast forward 25 years
and here is what this may
look like today.
Our 2020 manager wakes up to the
sound of their phone buzzing. It’s a text
from the boss reminding them that the
budget letter needs to be emailed out today.
After putting on some business clothing (at
least some things have improved since the
’90s), the manager heads to work and gets
stuck in an hour of traffic. On the office
computer, there are 15 emails from various owners and contractors, which our
manager quickly checks and marks down
for later. As the manager starts putting
together the budget email, he receives a
WhatsApp message from a board member
saying that they ran into the foreman and
that there is a major problem with the
plumbing project! A quick call to the foreman and our manager learns that yes, the
schedule needs to be delayed by a couple of
days. As he hangs up, he sees a dozen more
WhatsApp messages from the board, and

a text from the boss. It is quickly decided
that a new schedule must be emailed to
all owners pushing everyone’s schedule
back by two days. Google Drive needs
to be updated, notices also need to be
printed and posted around the building,
and the budget still needs to be checked
and emailed out, not to mention the paper
copies for those who still won’t use email.
Just then another call comes in about a roof
leak, so the manager stops what they are
doing and sends the roofer a text to come
by as soon as they can. While they are sending the text, they notice another batch of
emails sitting in their inbox, which will
have to wait until tomorrow. The roofer
responds that they cannot make it until
Friday, which infuriates the homeowner.
It’s 2020 and we can’t even stop a drip
from the ceiling! The day wraps up late
in the evening with the changed schedule
finished, the budget almost complete, and
an inbox of unchecked emails. At least rush
hour is almost over… n
Eric Plant, RCM, is a director at Brilliant Property Management Inc. He can
be reached at eric@brilliantproperty.ca
brilliantproperty.ca
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Dan Fried, RCM, CSM
CEO, Transition Team Leader,
Capital Integral Property
Management

Yawar Khan, RCM
COO,
Capital Integral Property
Management

The (R)evolution
Heraclitus, a Greek philosopher, is most
famous for saying “change is the only
constant in life.” In the world of condominium management, change certainly
has been the norm since November 2017.
With the vast number of changes inflicted
on us since that time, condominium
managers (CMs) have had to evolve very
quickly. In condominium management,
the 3 Ps of property management – People,
Process, Product – have always been
skewed towards the first P, People. This
is even more apparent now. CMs used to
have the edge in their relationships with
people since they always had more information than anyone else. They were the
most knowledgeable about the law, the
building and what was going on at any
given time. The Internet and increased
transparency rules have reduced that
gap in knowledge significantly between
owners and CMs. This change has forced
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CMs to develop new strategies to manage

their communities. Using skills founded
on relationship building, creative problem-solving and emotional intelligence
are required to manage the relationships
efficiently and successfully.
Condominium owners are more knowledgeable and sophisticated than ever.
There is an increasing number of investorowners who are real estate professionals;
owners are also more diverse than ever in
age, language, gender, ethnicity, education
and socioeconomic status. To manage
the new client demographics, CMs have
to spend more time and energy building
relationships with a wide array of people
that have very different mindsets and
goals. The digital age has pushed many of
our interactions to email, text and other
digital communications. This means that
they spend less time face-to-face with their
condominium communities. Relationship

building means getting to know someone,
spending time with them and ultimately
understanding their needs. This community development side of management is
often forgotten. Community socials such
as barbecues or other summer mingler
events have fallen by the wayside.
In the winter, many residents leave
Canada for warmer climates and again
the CM has less opportunity to develop
those important client relationships.
More and more communities are keeping annual general meetings (AGMs)
to a business meeting format without a
social component. The socials, however,
allowed the CM and the community at
large to interact and discuss matters
that were not addressed at the AGM
but valued by the participants. And
for managers, they were viewed as an
effective platform to learn more about
ownership issues and worries. Over time,
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in Condo Management

these in-person interactions grow credibility and confidence for both parties.
Improving technology, digitization and
the complexity of condominium management are forcing the CM to come up with
creative solutions to difficult problems,
in some cases, with less information due
to limited communications exchanges.
In addition, other new concerns include
rising insurance costs and deductibles,
which in itself is an increasingly complex
area. In the past, deductibles were $5,000;
now we are regularly seeing deductibles
in the $25,000 to $50,000 range. This
means that condominium corporations
are self-insuring against all but the most
catastrophic situations. If the corporation
also has an insurance deductible bylaw,
it can become complicated to determine
who is responsible for what in certain
situations. Recently adopted legislation,
legalizing the smoking and growing of
marijuana is forcing CMs to deal with this
issue in addition to cigarette smoking and
the migration of smells. Rising utility costs
are forcing CMs to review new technology
purported to reduce energy consumption.
In some cases, there is very little evidence
to support these technologies while others
are well known. All of the above calls for
the manager to exercise creative problemsolving (CPS) skills in the management
of these issues. Arguably the single most
important step of CPS is identifying the
core problem or goal. This may seem easy
but very often what a CM believes to be
the problem is not consistent with the view
of the condominium board and owner.
The CM tries to solve the issues by asking
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important questions such as “why is the
owner/board concerned about a particular
issue?” or “what is the best outcome from
the point of view of the governing board or
the owner?” These remain at the forefront
of their mandate to ensure that priorities
are addressed. Following that, she must
research the problem, come up with ideas,
combine multiple ideas to create a solution
and of course implement it. Easy, right?
Emotional intelligence (EI) is becoming
a necessary factor for success. Emotional
intelligence has been defined, by Peter
Salovey and John Mayer (co-creators of
the emotional intelligence theory), as
“the ability to monitor one’s own and
other people’s emotions, to discriminate
between different emotions and label
them appropriately, and to use emotional
information to guide thinking and behaviour”. This definition was later broken
down and refined into four proposed
abilities: perceiving, using, understanding
and managing emotions. So many of our
issues are laced with emotion – the leak
that occurs just before Christmas, dealing
with the elderly resident who keeps locking himself out of his unit or the noisy
family whose kids yell and scream in the
corridors – that knowing how to manage
one’s own emotions and those of others is
just so important. Unlike our counterparts
in commercial property management,
we deal with people’s homes otherwise
referred to as their oasis or their sanctuary! Who can argue that a good CM needs
emotional intelligence? Can EI be taught?
We firmly believe that it can. We all start
from different places but we can learn to

improve our emotional quotient or EQ
and increase it.
Our experience in condominium
management over the past years has
confirmed that the toolbox that CMs need
to be successful needs some additions,
namely, relationship building, creative
problem solving and emotional intelligence. A continued commitment and focus
on client-centred services. These three,
in particular, have become increasingly
important as our environment shifts due to
technology, demographics and legislation.
CMs will need to pay particular attention to
their ongoing professional education needs
and seek out opportunities to learn more
about these skills and the needs of their
clients. Always being able to bring value
and information for decision-making is a
primary goal as in most other professions
that offer specialized services. n
Dan Fried, RCM, CSM is CEO, Transition Team Leader of Capital Integral
Property Management, an ACMO 2000
certified company. He sits on the CMRAO
Discipline Appeals Committee and the
Tarion Consumer Advisory Council.
Yawar Khan, RCM, is COO of Capital Integral Property Management. He
oversees property management operations and also manages properties
directly. He specializes in budgeting,
financial reporting and reserve fund
studies. Yawar is also a frequent public
speaker at various condominium management conferences and seminars.
cimanagement.ca

ACMO 2000

Team members from Capitalink Property Management Ltd. receiving their ACMO 2000 certification.

The Journey to ACMO 2000 Certification
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Its Importance and its Impact on a Condominium Management Service Provider
The recipe for creating an ACMO 2000 certification is no doubt
long and requires many ingredients that may be hard to obtain.
As a recent ACMO 2000 certified company,
Capitalink Property Management Ltd. (“Capitalink”) certainly went through this journey. As
a company whose modern iteration was established in 2008, Capitalink first required the right
team of individuals to execute the company’s
Angelo Dass
vision. With the hiring of hardworking and reliable administrative staff and property managers,
Capitalink began to execute its core values:
integrity, commitment, responsibility, striving for excellence,
and mutual respect. With the appointment of Lingam Kularatnam, RCM as the Vice President of Operations, and the support
of Capitalink Team, Capitalink Property Management began to
pursue ACMO 2000 certification.
Why We Pursued ACMO 2000
There are two predominant reasons why Capitalink
proceeded with the certification:

1. Greater industry recognition
During 2017, senior management believed that Capitalink

was providing condominium management services equivalent
to many ACMO 2000 firms. We believed that getting ACMO
2000 certification would provide higher recognition with the
condominium management community while providing the
same or higher quality of service as our competitors.
2. Branding awareness to prospective clients
Capitalink management also believed that by achieving
certification, the management service provider can also receive
better branding awareness to prospective corporations interested in hiring management firms.
The Process
The process of certification was long, but many of the required
components had already existed within the company informally.
Some components of the process consisted of putting together
paperwork that already existed including human resources
policies, new Director’s Guide, purchasing policies, and operational policies. However, these components needed to be further
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refined to comply with precise compliance guidelines required under ACMO
2000. As such, Capitalink assigned an
ACMO 2000 Compliance Committee,
headed by a Coordinator, to ensure that
the ACMO 2000 requirements were met.
Challenges while
Implementing ACMO 2000
Standards
Understanding the need for ACMO
2000 certification and integrating
documents was by far the simpler task.
Implementing the standards amongst the
staff is a bigger challenge. For pre-existing
staff, there was a learning curve to understand the performance requirements that
are now required of them. Therefore, the
initial learning process was slower than
anticipated during the transition.
Pursuing industry knowledge was also
something that went from being highly
recommended to required for managers.
Therefore, we had to ensure that managers were knowledgeable about various
legislative changes by encouraging them
to attend all conferences.
During the initial Audit, certain
improvements were recommended by
the ACMO 2000 Auditor, including the
minute taking of senior manager meetings, and other aspects such as a more
detailed instruction manual on various
administrative processes. We understood that these suggestions can also
provide a smoother learning process for
new employees. As such, these instructions have begun to be implemented
into the company process as well.
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Impact
This Accreditation has great value
with boards, as we can uphold a higher
standard of property management.
Being regulated also reassures the board
that they are safe with us. This is especially proving to be a huge asset during
the initial relationship-building process
with new boards.
Pursuing ACMO 2000 was important to our company as it established
our credibility as a property management firm that could be regulated and
trusted by the property management
community. It also allows our hiring and
training to be structured.
The impact of these procedures can
be witnessed when hiring new staff
members. With clear HR policies, new
employees’ transition into the company
was much swifter than before, despite
more complicated condominium
services climate during recent years.
Although the application process
was lengthy, it empowered Capitalink
by having highly defined procedures
and policies on paper. It made the
company more efficient in providing
condominium services. It also ensured
that nothing would be missed when a
corporation was managed, from directors, tradespeople or residents to the
property managers. Everyone’s roles
and expectations were clearly outlined
on paper; something individuals could
refer to at any time.
Therefore, the Return on Investment
pursuing ACMO 2000 certification
was a net positive. For any new small

company looking into providing
a higher quality of service, pursuing ACMO 2000 should prove to be a
positive impact on your company’s
operational processes. The process also
ensures that your company has a welldefined long-term growth trajectory.
Next Steps After Certification
After receiving the ACMO 2000 certification, we are working to ensure that we
practice the operational procedures and
that they are implemented in a day-to-day
environment. We are also ensuring that
our managers and staff review the operational information, such as the building
information sheet, and contracts are
updated in a quarterly manner. However,
remaining an ACMO 2000 accredited
company is a continuous journey. Just as
how a recipe gets perfected upon reiterations of cooking, so must the provision
of good management. It is a journey
that Capitalink is willing to continue to
provide great management service while
maintaining a synergistic and conducive
environment for our staff. n
Angelo Dass, CPA, CGMA, RCM, is
the Director of Financial Reporting for
Capitalink, a Toronto-based company
that provides professional management
services to condominiums across GTA.
Angelo is also a General Licensed Manager and has been instrumental in service delivery and growth over the past 10
years with Capitalink. He can be reached
by email at angelo@capitalink.ca
capitalink.ca

Your Condo | Airbnb Update

Local Planning Appeal Tribunal Upholds Toronto’s Bylaws

Restricting Short-Term Rentals
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By Jackie Bartlett and Daniel Litsos
Airbnb and other short-term rentals (“STRs”) have been a hotly debated
topic of discussion
in Toronto and other
major metropolitan
cities, nearly since its
inception in 2008. It is
argued that the many
Jackie
conveniences offered
Bartlett
by STRs, including their
often reasonable prices
and locations, have
come at the expense
of other residents in
the City of Toronto
(the “City”), including
Daniel Litsos
those who reside nearby
to STR units.
In particular, it is argued that Airbnb
renters often make excessive noise and
occupy the STRs with a lack of respect
for the property itself and the neighbours surrounding same. Further,
and more importantly, cities have
seen an increasing number of condo

units purchased for the sole purpose
of permanently renting the units out
as STRs. This has caused a significant
decrease in the number of units available in the already severely limited rental
market of Canada’s busiest metropolis.
In 2017, the City of Toronto enacted
Zoning Bylaw No. 1452-2017 and Zoning
Bylaw Amendment No. 1453-2017 (collectively, the “Bylaws”) in an effort to monitor
the STR market throughout the City. The
Bylaws were intended to permit – but
regulate – STRs in all residentially zoned
areas and the residential component of
mixed-use areas of the City. In particular,
the Bylaws were intended to stop persons
or companies from purchasing or leasing a
dwelling unit for the sole purpose of offering STR accommodations year-round.
Owners and tenants who reside in a unit
as their principal residence may provide
STR accommodations under the Bylaws.
Although Toronto City Council
approved the Bylaws in December 2017,
a lengthy appeals process held up the

implementation of same. A number of
STR operators appealed the Bylaws to
the Local Planning and Appeal Tribunal
(the “Tribunal”), having taken the position that the Bylaws would substantially
and unreasonably restrict what owners
are permitted to do with their properties.
One of the main issues STR operators
have with the Bylaws is how they define
what constitutes an STR. The term ‘shortterm rentals’ is defined in the Bylaws as all
or part of a dwelling unit that (a) is used
to provide sleeping accommodations for
any rental period that is less than 28 days;
and (b) is the principal residence of the
short-term rental operator.
As a result of this definition, the Bylaws
would significantly impede an owner’s
ability to run STR businesses out of their
primary residence. Where the entirety of
an individual’s primary residence is rented
out for periods of less than 28 days at a
time, STR operators would be limited to
doing so for no more than 180 days of the
year. Where an individual rents out unit(s)
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which are not designated as his or her
primary residence for more than 28 days
at a time, they would not be affected by the
new Bylaws. A unit rented for a period of 28
days or longer is, by definition, not an STR.
The Tribunal heard the appeal on
November 18, 2019, in Toronto. The
Tribunal heard from three appellants,
various participants who operate STRs,
and six expert witnesses, including staff
experts from the City. A number of other
interested parties appeared at the hearing,
including Fairbnb Canada (“Fairbnb”),
an organization that works to encourage
regulated STRs, provided that the regulations comply with the principles of a fair
and collaborative economy.
Dr. David Wachsmuth (“Dr. Wachsmuth”), a leading Canadian academic
on STR s, provided evidence at the
hearing regarding city planning and
urban governance. He noted that 98%
of Airbnb reservations are made for a
period of less than 28 days. He held that
the Bylaws were necessary to prescribe
a set number of days to determine what
would qualify as an STR.
The Tribunal recognized that there is
a serious housing crisis in Canada’s larg-

est city. The Tribunal noted that there are
approximately 21,000 active STR listings
operated by approximately 14,000 hosts
in Toronto alone. Further, since 2015,
the number of STRs has nearly tripled in
Toronto, with the majority of listings being
concentrated in the downtown core.
Ultimately, the Tribunal described
the regulations as “good planning in the
public interest”, dismissed the appeals,
and ordered that the Bylaws be upheld.
The Tribunal recognized that the City is
experiencing a crisis in the availability
and affordability of housing, and that the
provision of housing as places to live for
residents is a provincial and City priority.
The Tribunal held that the Bylaws would
protect these policies by protecting the
housing supply as permanent domiciles
for residents, and by responding to the
availability and affordability issues – if not
by returning units to the rental market, by
at least preventing further conversions of
dwelling units into dedicated STRs.
By permitting STRs as defined and regulated above, the Bylaws do not prohibit
STRs, but permit and regulate them in a
manner that does not displace households.
The Tribunal adopted Dr. Wachsmuth’s

view that “there is a direct tradeoff between
the supply of commercial STRs and the
supply of long-term housing since a gain
in the former represents a loss in the latter
and vice versa”. While this may be true,
there is no guarantee that the enactment
of the Bylaws will result in any significant
number of these STRs returning to the
long-term rental market. City residents
and STR operators will have to wait and
see what, if any, positive impact the Bylaws
will have on the affordability and availability of the City’s rental market. n
Jackie Bartlett is an associate practicing at Macdonald Sager Manis LLP, in
Toronto. Her practice focuses on condominium law, employment law, and
general civil & commercial disputes.
She can be reached at 416-361-3703,
or jbartlett@msmlaw.ca.
Daniel Litsos joined Macdonald
Sager Manis LLP as a summer student
in 2018 and is currently completing his
articling term with the firm’s litigation
group, focusing on corporate and commercial matters.
msmlaw.ca
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Your Condo | Opinion

The Crisis in Condominium
Insurance
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By James Davidson
The fundamental problem, I believe,
is that condominium insurance just isn’t
sufficiently profitable
for the insurers. I think
the reason is that the
premiums are based on
the risk of large claims
(say, insured losses of
James
$100,000 or more) …
Davidson
and in actual practice
condominium corporations often have many smaller claims.
For example: If one considers a 100-unit
condominium, there might be one or two
small insured events (affecting one or two
of the units) each year. If those claims are
to fall upon the condominium corporation insurer, they would represent quite
frequent, repeating, annual risks (for the
corporation insurer). On the other hand,
if those claims fall upon the unit insurers,
they would represent quite rare or occasional risks (for the unit insurers).
My “lay” understanding (gained from
insurance brokers) is that corporation

insurance isn’t priced or underwritten
for those sorts of small, repeating claims.
On the other hand, unit insurance (like
any homeowner insurance) is generally
priced or underwritten for such occasional risks (to the unit insurers).
This tells me that the answer may be
to reduce claims on the corporation
insurance and “shift” those risks to the
unit insurers (or alternatively have the
condominium corporation self-insure
against these sorts of smaller risks). Here
are two ways in which to achieve this:
1. Remove certain features from the
standard unit description, namely features
that are prone to frequent water damage
– like flooring, baseboards, countertops,
cabinets and perhaps even drywall. [This
can be done by passing a bylaw.]
2. Negotiate reasonably large deductibles on the corporation’s policy (which, as
noted above, is happening anyway). Also,
consider taking steps to shift responsibility
for the deductibles (as much as reasonably
possible) to the owners. This can be done

by bylaw or (when further anticipated
amendments to the Condominium Act
arrive) by amending the Declaration.
Again, the key is to try to reduce the
“pressure” upon the corporation’s insurance – particularly from frequent smaller
claims – and to shift those risks to the
owners (or alternatively have the corporation self-insure for those risks). n
This article first appeared in Condo Law
News and is reprinted with permission.
James Davidson is one of the
founding partners of Davidson Houle Allen LLP. Jim has been practicing condominium law for over 35 years. He represents condominium corporations, their
directors, owners, and insurers throughout Eastern Ontario. His experience also
includes building deficiencies, shared
property interests, co-ownership and
construction law. Jim is proud to be an
associate (ACCI) and also a fellow (FCCI)
of the Canadian Condominium Institute.
davidsoncondolaw.ca
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Manager of the Year

Q&A

with Alexander Vainshtein, RCM

Left to right: Bill Thompson, President, Malvern Condominium Property Management; Stephen Pollishuke , Condo Board Director; Bernard Betel, Board President; Alexander
Vainshtein, RCM, Manager of the Year Award Recipient; Eric Lakien, Board Secretary; Sami Hamam, Board Treasurer; Farzad Lahouti, Board Director. Photo: Ferenaz Lalji

ACMO’s Manager of the Year Award is presented to a Registered Condominium Manager (RCM)
who has demonstrated an extraordinary commitment and dedication to professional condominium
property management. This year’s recipient is Alexander Vainshtein, RCM of Malvern Condominium
Property Management.
Q: Congratulations on receiving ACMO’s Manager of the Year
Award. What does this award
mean to you?
A: The award means a lot to me. The
award honours not only myself but my
company’s team, the board of directors
and the owners residing in the building
I manage, YRCC 798, 7905 Bayview Ave.
The award also honours contractors
providing services to the building. Being
a property manager means to interact
with all these people. The award recognizes the efforts of all people involved. I
feel that way. If you pull out any link of
this chain, it will not be so strong.

The award was totally unexpected.
Furthermore, the ACMO Annual Awards
of Excellence Luncheon was scheduled on
Friday, November 22. That day was my day
off. I had to babysit my much-loved grandson Austin. I had to cancel my babysitting
job and attend the luncheon to support, as
I assumed, my colleagues from Malvern
Condominium Property Management.
Bill Thompson, President of Malvern, and
Lyndsey McNally, our Team Leader, are
involved in many volunteer jobs for ACMO,
CCI-T and CCI National. These professionals are well-known in the industry. Only
after receiving the Award I realized that
the team was in attendance to support and

recognize myself. The board members also
attended the Luncheon. At the beginning, I
did not see them in the crowd.
Q: You were nominated by your
board of directors who stated
that you “treat the building as if
you live there, and your efforts
go toward enhancing its value.”
Why is this attitude important in
condominium management?
A: It makes it easier to do my job if I
treat the building as if I live there, like
my own property. This is like my biggest
investment and I treat it with care and
diligence. After a notice went out to the
building residents announcing my award,
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one resident, an elderly lady, approached
me at our Meet and Greet cocktail party,
and said that she knows why I got the
award. I was carefully listening trying not
to miss any word. She said that I do everything with my heart. I concluded to myself
that people do recognize when you try as
hard as you can to provide the best service.
It was funny when one couple attended
the site office to take a selfie with me. I
did not expect to be so famous. Nobody
requested autographs yet.
My attitude is closer to the old-school
professionals. I assume that I will be
working in this field until my pension.
I am trying to be always available and
approachable. The job is not always fun.
There is after-hours work, emergencies
etc. It is always busy, all year round.
Q: You received your RCM
in 2008. What path led you to
condominium management and
becoming an RCM?
A: I immigrated to Canada in 2000
having wide computer knowledge,
programming and networking, also a
civil engineering background.
In June 2001, a friend invited me to
try a “survival” job in a highrise build-

ing she lived in. This how I became a
self-employed property manager without much knowledge of condominiums
and how they work. I was hired by the
board directly. I dealt with every aspect
of this work mostly myself, learning as
I go. Some help was provided to me by
the president of the board.
After several years of being in the
building with more knowledge in the
field, I noticed that the board did not
care much about what the condo Declaration or bylaws said and what the owners
wanted. They also were not prepared to
listen to me. The board cared about not
increasing the maintenance fees above
all. They succeeded not to increase the
fees for a decade allowing the building to
decline. The owners were unhappy with
the building condition. I had to arrange
for a police officer to attend our AGMs.
I believe in 2003 the Police declined to
attend our meetings.
In 2004, I started looking for some
courses providing knowledge in property management and enrolled in
Humber College Continuing Education courses. Andy Wallace was my law
course teacher. I loved his classes.

The same year, after losing any hope
with the board which employed me, I
decided to leave the building and join
a property management company with
a good reputation who cared about
clients. In early January 2005, I was hired
by Malvern who supported my willingness to learn. I continued my education
at Humber College and in 2008 received
my RCM designation.
Q: You have been with Malvern
for 15 years. You often take time to
share your knowledge with other
managers at Malvern as well as
help on-site staff with ongoing
education. Why is it important to
share and mentor others?
A: I like to share knowledge. I guess it
is part of my personality. If a colleague
or on-site staff asks a question or
require help, this becomes my priority.
Knowledge sharing helps others in their
professional endeavours.
If you are a part of the workforce for
any period of time, you have at least
some level of professional expertise that
makes you an asset to your organization.
Sharing knowledge helps others to learn
the job and become more successful.
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Several building managers I used
to supervise turned out to be very
successful property managers. I enjoyed
working with them.
Q: You clearly have great organizational and communication
skills that included helping your
condominium win ‘Condo of the
Decade’ from CCI-Toronto. What
skills are important for a condominium manager to be successful
in this new decade of change?
A: The condominium I manage was
awarded ‘2017 Condo of the Year’ and
‘2019 Condo of the Decade’.
Of the must-have property management skills, communication skills take
first place. Without strong communication skills, a property manager’s job
will be cumbersome. It is important
to communicate effectively with the
board of directors, unit owners, various
contractors, the property management
team, other professionals and tenants.
Good organization skills will help to
deal with several simultaneous tasks, set
goals and make sure that all deadlines
are met, nothing is missed.
Knowledge of relevant condominium
laws is also important. These laws change,
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so it is a property manager’s responsibility to remain up-to-date on all legal
aspects of property management.
Customer service orientation is
also one of the key property management skills. Customer service is about
handling customers’ inquiries.
Property managers should also have a
basic level of technical understanding of
how buildings work.
Q: What projects are you working on now?
A: Our building is always busy.
We are at the planning stage of the
swimming pool and party room renovations. I am collecting quotes to
replace the booster pumps. Getting
ready to install an electric vehicle
charging station. This involves infrastructure installation and getting legal
agreements ready. These are only a few
projects I am working on now.
Q: Do you have any advice for
other managers who are either new
to condominium management or
hoping to advance their careers?
A: My advice to a property manager
would be to listen and communicate, be proactive and involved. Be
approachable. n

Ask the Expert
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Q: Are board members qualified to approve
insurance policies?
A: From a qualification perspective, condominium board
members are typically not licensed brokers, risk managers nor
insurance professionals. They are people from varying backgrounds, bringing different views to the table. The situation
is similar for property managers as they do not automatically
have qualified insurance professionals on their team. Although
some board members are getting experienced at purchasing
insurance coverages, it is important to keep in mind that providing an opinion on a certificate or policy can put the board at
risk of legal action from a unit owner incurring financial loss
due to incorrect information received. Boards have a fiduciary
responsibility to select service providers that are better suited
to represent the best interest of their unit owners alongside the
property manager. These decisions are not to be made lightly
as they can have important consequences.
Therefore, the approval of insurance policies should be a
combined effort between the board, the property manager and
the insurance broker. They all have specific roles in the transaction: the board is the purchaser, the property manager is hired to
provide the board with advice and alternate insurance options,
and the insurance broker is present to inform both parties.
One of the objectives of insurance professionals is to
educate the board and property manager about the avail-

able products and services by attending board meetings
and, periodically, annual general meetings. This presence
and availability allow both the board and property managers
to get strong educational tools, easy-to-digest information
as well as unbiased and qualified resources. The insurance professionals also provide clients with highly detailed
infographics, presentations tailored to the audience and
customized content to make sure that the information
presented is clear, simple and adapted to their knowledge
base. It helps bridge the gap and puts the board in a better
position to make informed decisions.
Insurance brokers are quite active within the industry. The
partnerships that we have developed from the condo specialist
law firms to the appraisal houses and even to various levels of
government gives credibility as an advisor and service provider in
the face of our property manager partners and clients alike. This
is an important asset for the boards as they continue to educate
themselves on insurance requirements.
BFL Canada Realty Team

Sandy Fantino, Client Executive
sfantino@bflcanada.ca
bflcanada.ca
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Can Enforcement Costs be
Charged Back to Owners?
Condominium corporations are
tasked with enforcing their governing documents against
owners. Unfortunately,
warning letters from
management without
any “teeth” can fail to
elicit compliance, trigJosh Milgrom gering legal counsel to
send a non-compliance
letter to the offending owner. It has been
common practice in the
condominium industry for a condominium
corporation to charge
Sarah Morrey
back these legal costs
to the non-compliant
owner; however, a recent case of the
Superior Court of Justice has some in
the Ontario condo industry taking the
position that these chargebacks are no
longer permissible, absent a court order.
The case highlights the importance of: (i) acting reasonably; and
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(ii) carefully reviewing the exact
language of the indemnification
provision to ensure that compliancerelated costs can be charged back to a
unit. The case, Amlani v. York Condominium Corporation No. 473, revolves
around the conduct of the condominium corporation in addressing smoke
migration and the condo corporation’s
ability to charge back its legal costs in
dealing with the owner.
In response to complaints from
neighbours, the owner took various
steps to abate the smoke migration
emanating from his unit and to work
with the condominium corporation to
address any concerns. Instead of working with the owner, the corporation made
unreasonable demands and took unreasonable positions, prompting the owner
to voluntarily move out of the unit until
a resolution could be reached.
After the owner moved out, the corporation passed a rule prohibiting smoking but
permitted existing smokers to be exempt

from the rule. The condominium corporation refused the owner’s request to be
exempted from the rule because the owner
was not actually living in the unit and the
exemption was only for current residents.
The condominium corporation charged
back over $25,000 in legal costs incurred
and subsequently registered a lien against
the unit. The corporation then tried to
force the sale of the unit, prompting the
owner to commence a court application
preventing the sale.
The Court found that the position
taken by the condominium corporation in dealing with the owner was both
unreasonable and oppressive. The condo
corporation’s bylaws required negotiating
in good faith, but the Court found that
the condo corporation failed to do so.
Although there are many variations of
indemnification clauses in declarations
which permit charging back certain costs
incurred by a condo corporation against
a unit owner, they predominantly fall
into two main categories:
Continued on p55
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By Josh Milgrom and Sarah Morrey
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1. Those which relate to costs incurred
by the corporation for damage to the
common elements or other units; and
2. Those which relate to all costs
incurred by the corporation for any
reason, including a breach of the governing documents or to enforce the governing
documents (i.e., rules) against an owner.
The provision in the condo corporation’s declaration fell into the former
category. The Court found the condo
corporation’s interpretation unreasonable, as the provision did not permit the
recovery of costs incurred for a breach
of the governing documents.
In reviewing whether the indemnification permitted the chargeback, the
Court also reviewed section 134(5) of
the Condominium Act, which gives condo
corporations a unique power: the ability
to recover all costs incurred in obtaining
a compliance order as a common expense
against an owner. The Court differentiated costs that are recoverable under
section 134(5) from the case at hand: the
legal costs that arose in dealing with the
owner were not incurred in obtaining a
compliance order, and were therefore not
able to be charged back to the owner as
common expenses.
While some are interpreting the
Court’s decision as prohibiting the
chargeback of all compliance and

enforcement-related costs absent a
court order, the Court’s review of
section 134(5) was situated in its analysis of the indemnification provision.
The language of the indemnification
provision and the condo corporation’s
conduct appear to have been the driving force behind the result in the case.
The Court has confirmed in prior
cases (such as Italiano v. Toronto
Standard Condominium Corporation
No. 1507) that with an appropriately
worded indemnification provision
and different, non-oppressive tactics
by a condo corporation, compliance
and enforcement costs can be charged
back as common expenses, without a
court order.
The Act is consumer protection legislation. This includes protection against
owners who cause the condominium
corporation to incur legal costs due
to their non-compliance. It would be
contrary to the interests of all owners
for a condo corporation not to be able
to charge back the legal costs it incurs
in enforcing compliance. Innocent unit
owners should not have to bear the cost
associated with the misconduct of one
owner. However, the governing documents must permit the chargeback
before a condominium corporation can
seek recovery.

Although not yet in force, the upcoming amendments to the Condominium
Act provide further support for the
chargebacks of legal costs; the Condominium Act is going to specifically
provide for these types of indemnifications provisions in a declaration, and
the Condominium Authority Tribunal
will be the venue for disputes pertaining to these clauses.
Until then, if seeking to charge back
the legal costs associated with enforcing
compliance, ensure that the condominium corporation: (i) has acted
reasonably, and (ii) has a strong indemnification provision to rely on. n
Josh Milgrom is a condo lawyer
whose experience spans all things condo.
Josh is actively involved in the condo industry, is a frequent speaker at industry
conferences and seminars, and is the past
president of his condo corporation in
downtown Toronto.
Sarah Morrey recently graduated
from the JD Program at Western Law
and is now an articling student at Lash
Condo Law. Sarah’s practice has so far
involved her in many aspects of condo
law and she frequently contributes to
the Lash Condo Law legal blog.
lashcondolaw.com

WEI CPA PROFESSIONAL CORP.
Chartered Professional Accountant
Licensed Public Accountant

Specialized in Condominium Financial Statements
Review & Audit
406, 2800 14th Avenue, Markham ON L3R 0E4
Tel: (416) 628-9423
Email: services@tax-depot.ca
Fax: (416) 352-5713
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Your Turn
“As a condominium manager, what are the biggest challenges
and opportunities you or the industry will face in 2020?”

With industry demand at a peak, and more and more condominiums coming through the
pipeline, it will put more pressure not just on property management companies but also on
property managers. In order for companies to have sufficient funds to pay property managers
adequately, they will need to capture more business. Competition is so high that many
companies are unable to find either qualified persons to perform the duties of a property
manager or simply can’t afford to pay General Licencees due to their licensing fee, training etc.
Dealing with legal cases against property management companies is yet another challenge
aside from high turnover e.g., property managers leaving companies, condominium corporations
terminating contracts.
The constant incline in condominium insurance premiums by insurance companies is putting more
and more pressure on property managers as they have to face homeowners and the boards of
directors when they question “why are you increasing my maintenance fees?”
Mohammad Sheeraz Pathan, RCM
Larlyn Property Management Ltd.
Mississauga, ON

As a property manager, one of the challenges we will face in the future is the explosion of
condominiums and the shortage of qualified licensed managers. The industry is underpaid for the
all-encompassing services managers provide and seriously needs to be addressed.
Another obstacle is the purchaser/owner in that many new owners are not aware of what they
are buying into. They purchase a condominium and do not know its policies, procedures or
governance. Just as the CAO requires new directors to undertake online training, there should be
a mandatory course for purchasers.
One of the most frustrating challenges a property manager faces is the theory that professionals
are not needed. The guidance of professionals in our sector is a must!
The property manager oversees the affairs of the corporation under the direction of the
board. The property manager is not an engineer or lawyer and should not be expected
to be a project manager. Boards of Directors often put too much emphasis on the expense of
retaining a professional. In the industry, this is referred to as penny wise – pound foolish.
Pat Kummer, RCM
Precision Management Services Inc.
Dundas, ON
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RCM Profile

Juliet Atha, RCM
President, Best Practices Property Management Inc.
Year entered the profession: 2012
Year RCM obtained: 2014

Other education: Masters Business
Education (Ivey)
Mentor(s) in the industry: Thanks
to all the RCMs who’ve helped me along
the way, but most especially to Janine
Wallace-Rivard.
What path brought you to a
career as a condominium manager?
I had owned a company in the publishing industry and when its future was
threatened by technology changes, I
looked at alternate careers. I’d been
a director of four different condominium boards over two decades and
had always been passionate about
good governance for condos. Condominium property management was a
great fit for my skills, and I wanted to
move to a growth industry – which
condominium management certainly
is! Several managers I knew, including [the late] Andy Wallace, provided
encouragement.
How has your membership in
ACMO helped you in your career?
Wow, I don’t even know where to start.
The learning opportunities. Networking. The friendships I’ve made. And the
many delightful conversations shared
by other managers that begin with “You
won’t believe what happened to me
today…”
What is one must-have skill for a
condo manager? Why? Good manners.
No matter what disaster or deficiency or
issue is happening in the building, if you
treat people with respect, you’ve made
everything easier.

Tell us about a personal success
story on the job. It’s not strictly “on
the job”, but I love teaching the ACMO
courses. It’s given me so much satisfaction to teach skills, ethics and “best
practices” so that new entrants to the
industry can succeed. It’s wonderful
when students come back to me years
later to say how much they enjoyed
my course.
What’s your biggest challenge as a
manager? What’s your favourite part
of the job? I haven’t met a challenge
that didn’t turn out to be a learning
opportunity. So problem-solving is my
favourite part of the job.
Best business advice you ever
received. “Pick your battles.” Having
been a former board member, I used

{

have to remind myself that it’s their
decision, not mine.
Answer this statement – I am an
RCM because … It’s important to
me to participate in an association
that has a rich history of striving to
improve our industry and believes in
the value of education.
What is your top tip for new
managers and RCMs?
Make sure everything you do is
beyond reproach and properly documented.
What recent project that you
completed can we highlight. For
me, the best projects are not physical
building (although I enjoy them too),
they’re the myriad of small projects and
processes you put in place to deal with a

Wow, I don’t even know where to start.
The learning opportunities. Networking.
The friendships I’ve made. And the many
delightful conversations shared by other
managers that begin with “You won’t believe
what happened to me today…”

to get frustrated that as a manager,
I didn’t have a vote at board meetings. When a board doesn’t follow my
recommendation, I still occasionally

neglected corporation to get it functioning properly. As a resident of a new site
put it recently: “Thank you for taming
the Wild West.” n
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Companies Passing the ACMO 2000 Compliance Audit
Effective February 18, 2020

Arthex Property Management Inc.
TAG Management Real Estate Solutions

Adrian Abramovic,

Professional Mechanical - Electrical - Civil Engineering Firm.
Providing time-honoured and practical solutions to your condo.

DEFINE - DESIGN
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RCM Profile

Michael Francolla, RCM
Regional Manager, FirstService Residential
Year entered the profession: 2015
Year RCM obtained: September 2017

Other education: Electronics Engineering Technologist, BA Business
Administration
  Mentor(s) in the industry: John
Damaren, RCM. Laurie Adams, RCM.
What path brought you to a career
as a condominium manager? How has
your membership in ACMO helped you
in your career? My background has been
quite diverse, starting my career in the field
of “high technologies” first as a technician
and then progressing to more senior roles
including national sales manager. I was in
this industry for about 25 years overall.
After purchasing a condominium and
getting to know my property manager
(Claudia Damaren), she suggested that
with my background in sales and service
and my personality, I would be a good
fit as a property manager. This field was
completely unknown to me, but at the
time I was looking for a change and
became intrigued by the industry. This is
when I was introduced to John Damaren
and started my career as a property
manager. I haven’t looked back since.  
ACMO stood out as the main path
to me becoming a professional property manager, not only because of
the education but the high standards
they set in the industry. Once I set out
on my path to becoming a property
manager, my first goal was to attain my
RCM designation. It is my opinion that
those with their RCM designation are
proving their commitment, and maintaining this commitment and high
standard in the industry.

What is one must-have skill for
a condo manager? Why? I would
have to say two skills – patience and
diplomacy. As a property manager,
we have to deal with residents and
issues on a daily basis and most of
these are because there is a problem or
perceived problem. We must have the
patience to listen to the entire problem

{

through its second-year audit, it had a
long list of issues arising from deficiencies in the building, many severely
disgruntled owners and unfortunately
had been through a number of property
managers in a short period of time. This
had led to a very volatile and challenging situation for the management
team. I was asked to step in and attempt

ACMO stood out as the main path to me
becoming a professional property manager,
not only because of the education but the high
standards they set in the industry.

to fully understand and not just jump
to conclusions. Then we must have the
diplomacy to be able to communicate
this solution to the resident even if
it’s not the answer they are looking
for, they hopefully understand it and
appreciate that we are working in their
best interest.
Tell us about a personal success
story on the job. I would suggest that
every day is an opportunity for great
success stories in our industry. My most
recent challenge and my most rewarding success story thus far is my current
building. As a new building just heading

to bring this situation under control
and turn things around. Through a lot
of hard work on the part of everyone
in the management office and greatly
improved communication with the
board and owners, we managed to work
through many of the issues and create a
much more positive community for the
building and its residents.  
What’s your biggest challenge as
a manager? What’s your favourite
part of the job? One of the biggest challenges as a manager is the vast majority
of condo owners do not understand
fully condominium living and what is
59

their responsibility versus that of the
corporation. They often communicate
with management with an attitude of its
“them against the corporation”.
What’s your favourite part of the
job? Working through these issues with
the residents and getting them to understand that management is on their side
and we really are working in their best
interest. Through mutual understanding, most walk out of the office much
happier than when they walked in.  
Best business advice you ever
received. The best business advice I
ever received is “Plan your work and
work your plan”.  The better you plan
within your building the easier things
become when those unexpected issues
arise (which is all the time).
The best advice I received as a property manager is don’t take things
personally. Generally, the residents are
upset with a situation that is often out of
your control but you are the one in the
direct line of fire. This is their home and
likely their biggest investment.  
Answer this statement – I am an
RCM because… When I made the
decision to enter property manage-

ment as a career, I made a commitment
to be the best PM I could possibly be
and my RCM designation shows my
continued commitment to this industry and my career choice.
Where do you see yourself in five
years? I have recently been promoted to
Regional Manager and I look forward to
continued success in this industry. Over
the next five years, I would like to work
more closely with more of our industry
leaders and my peers to continue to raise
the bar for our profession.
What recent project that you
completed can we highlight I love
technology and working with forwardthinking companies that can change the
way we do things and make a positive
impact to our buildings. I have worked
with a few companies and the results
have been beyond my expectations.
I have done a few projects now with
PartityGo and the energy savings we
have been able to realize have far
exceeded my expectations, but it takes
a vision to make projects like this a
success. Vision from all the parties and
I’ve been lucky to have worked with
some great visionaries on my boards. n
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ACMO 2000 Certifications in 2019. Clockwise from top left: The Meritus Group, Feherty Property Management Inc., Zoran Properties Inc., and M.F. Property Management Ltd.
(ACMO 2000 Compliance Audit completed). Photo credits: Ferenaz Lalji

20th anniversary – ACMO 2000
In 2000 , ten ACMO Corporate member management
companies completed the inaugural certification process
and became ACMO 2000 Certified. Among the early adopters of this ground-breaking program were DEL Property
Management, Larlyn Property Management Ltd., Malvern
Condominium Property Management, M.F. Property
Management, Provincial Property Management and Tag –
The Active Group.
It was the industry’s first-ever standards-based certification
program for condominium management firms that focused
on consistency and excellence in operations and ongoing
compliance audits to measure the firm’s conformity with
common standards. An independent third party conducts
regular compliance audits.
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The process for certification requires that condominium
management firms develop systems based upon the standards set out in the ACMO 2000 Manual. The systems cover
the four key operational areas of a condominium management firm: internal management, board relations, supplier
relations and field operations.
This year, the number of ACMO 2000 firms will surpass
50. It’s an exclusive club with many benefits for management
companies that wish to be viewed as offering a superior level
of quality service and professionalism to their customers.
For more information and to view a full list of ACMO 2000
Certified companies, as well as Corporate member firms that
are completing the certification process, visit
acmo.org/acmo-2000/overview

